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Reprotec RTR Rubber Tyre Remover 
 

Description 
 
Reprotec RTR Rubber Tyre Remover is an advanced Rubber Tyre Mark 
Remover, suitable for cleaning Reprotec flooring systems as well as other 
hard surfaces including concrete, stainless steel, wood, ceramic, rubber, 
plastic, vinyl and safety floors. 

 

Reprotec RTR Rubber Tyre Remover is non-toxic and non-hazardous, it is 
taint-free and has zero VOC’c. The material is safe to use in food 
preparation areas. 

 

Reprotec RTR Rubber Tyre Remover works at the surface/contaminant 
interface. When dirt adheres to a surface, the surface tension created can 
resist the efforts of standard cleaning agents to remove it. Active agents 
break through the surface tension and penetrate to the core of dirt to break 
the bonds holding the dirt to the surface. The released dirt can then be 
easily removed by flushing, rinsing or suction leaving surfaces so clean they 
resist the build- up of fresh dirt. Because more dirt is removed, super-clean 
surfaces are achieved without the use of biocides. 

 
 Supplied ready for use in a 1 litre trigger applicator 
 
Directions for use 

 
i. For best results, use above 3C. 
ii. Remove as much excess dirt as possible. 
iii. Spray the diluted product onto the surface. 
iv. Leave for 1 minute for general cleaning and up to 20 minutes for 

heavy soiling. 
v. Agitate with brush, cloth or scraper, as necessary. 
vi. Wipe clean, or rinse with clean water. 
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Can be used with floor scrubbing machines and mopping systems. 

 
 
 
 

Packaging 
 
Reprotec RTR Rubber Tyre Remover is supplied in 4x1 litre packs. 

 
 
 
 

The information provided in this Product Data Sheet is intended for general guidance only and is given in good faith based on 
current knowledge and experience. No warranty in respect of fitness for a purpose, or any other liability whatsoever can be 

inferred from the information contained within this data sheet. Users should determine the suitability of the materials for their 

particular application and should always refer to the most recent issue of the Product Data Sheet for the product concerned. All 

materials are supplied in accordance with our standard terms and conditions of sale (available upon request). 


